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Book #2 in the Raine Stockton Dog Mystery Series "A simply fabulous mystery starring a likeable,

dedicated heroine..."--Midwest Book Review "A delightful protagonist..."--Romantic Times Raine's

old boyfriend Andy Fontana is back in town... and at the top of the FBI's Ten Most Wanted List. With

a fortune in diamonds hidden somewhere in the wilderness, several recent acts of ecoterrorism and

an unsolved murder laid at Andy's door, the feds turn to Raine Stockton, with her unsurpassed

knowledge of the mountains and her reputation as a wilderness tracker, to help bring Andy to

justice. The only problem is that Raine still believes Andy is innocent...With the help of Cisco, her

golden retriever,Raine must uncover the truth about the man she once loved and uncover a killer in

the process.
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Raine is off and running as a consultant for the Forrest Service, as well as running her business

boarding and training dogs at her kennels, Dog Daze Boarding. And then of course there is the

competition angle, agility, and what a hoot that is, both for dogs, owners and folks watching. You



have to train, Raine can assist there.Now as well all know our friends from when we were young

and in school change over the years and that is what happen to Raine, and her ex husband Buck,

as a old friend , Andy comes back into there lives. Now Andy is wanted by the FBI for a Bombing

charge, and is it possible, that he is also responsible for the death of a Mexican worker that was

found in the forrest?Follow Raine, and Buck as they try to sort out all of the details and solve the

murder, is Andy innocence of those old charges as well as the murder? Cisco is a big help as Raine

tries her hardiest to follow her gut feeling about Andy, will the on again, off again relationship

between Buck and Raine be built up stronger or be destroyed completely this time. Will Cisco be

able to prove himself to Raine and become the dog his grandmother and first love of Raine? A really

great story for anyone who loves dogs, loves the great outdoors, and loves a cozy mystery to

snuggle up near a fire to read.

While I enjoy reading the Raine Stockton Dog mysteries, they are not a "have to have it" on my list

of reading material. The mystery element is fairly predictable and the most appealing aspect of the

books is the relationship with dogs. Dog lovers will probably thoroughly enjoy the books. The

characters are a bit quirky and I'm not always sure I like the main character at times, largely

because I find some of her actions annoying. By annoying, I mean the kind that you say, "Really??".

The books I've read from the series definitely meet my definition of 'cozies" and while I would read

one if available, I probably wouldn't look specifically for them unless I wanted light, quick reading.

They aren't bad, they just won't win a Pulitzer.

I've been on a "dog cozy" rampage lately and am really enjoying the Donna Ball books. This series

is about a search and rescue dog and his mistress. Lots of fun and interesting things about dogs

and their relationship with people. Also lots of things and ideas to help you with problems your own

dog may be having. I am constantly surprised about the special talents that dogs have and how

dependent people are on their dogs. Also this series has lots of fun things and suspenseful things

going on. I'll keep reading them if people will just keep writing them. A little suspense helps but

actually just the performance in training trials are sometimes suspenseful enough.

I enjoyed this book. What I liked most was when Raine realise that Cisco was looking out for her.

The most important thing we can do for our dogs is to love them.

As usual, this follows thru with a great story, well written and it surely kept my attention. Apparently,



I should just copy my review and insert it after I read another of Ms Ball's books. But I don't have

time to figure out how to do that since the next book is calling me.

This is the second book I have read and enjoyed it. Looking forward to book 3 which I've already

purchased

Donna Ball knows her stuff about writing and also about dogs. This series is terrific as is the new

Shelter Island series.

I am so glad I discovered Donna Ball! I love her stories and characters, and will continue on to her

other books as I have finished this wonderful series -- although looking forward to the next one

coming out in November.
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